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Managing the complex financial aspects of your healthcare business is a daunting task.   
Leaders need a holistic, intuitive and intelligent solution that drives proactive decisions,  
empowering them to control costs with precision. In today’s ever-changing healthcare  
environment, having a scalable and adaptable enterprise-wide financial system is critical.
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Greater Visibility & Control Over Spend

Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)

We chose to work with Premier because there  
were clear differentiators with their focus and 
investment in technology across the healthcare 
continuum. Quality Advisor, the ERP and seamless 
analytics – which we can leverage on both the 
clinical side and quality side of our organization – 
can be married with supply chain analytics,  
allowing for a holistic picture and driving  
smarter purchasing. 
 
– John Horne, senior vice president and  
chief supply chain officer, OSF Healthcare

Medical and surgical product compliance grew 67% over a two-year  
period in Premier’s analysis of three recent Premier ERP implementations  
compared to hospitals without Premier’s ERP solution.

With Premier’s Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) solution, top-performing 
hospitals (25th percentile) can save millions through standardization and 
streamlined spend on supplies. 
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Greater visibility and control over spend plus
increased contract compliance yields real savings.

on supplies

Top Performing Hospitals

OSF Healthcare, a 13-hospital health system based in  
Peoria, Illinois decided Premier’s ERP solution was right  
for them. Collaboratively, OSF and Premier accelerated  
deployment within the enterprise and implemented the 
technology across 12 hospitals within one year. With 
the rapid deployment, OSF was able to drive a 23% 
increase in contract compliance within two years.
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